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Up  

  

STEPPING STONE SCHOOL (HIGH)  

  

                 

 CLASS-I                                                              DATE:19.11.2020  

SUBJECT-General Knowledge      

TIME: 1hr30 min. 

                                                                              F.M : 50                                         

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR HALF YEARLY EXAM  

  

    # The procedure for examinations will be as followed in the mock tests.  

     # They will only write the answers by mentioning the question number as 

given in the question paper.  

     # Examination must be given in their Test notebooks.   

     # The answers must be hand-written by the child itself. No printed or 

typed answers will be accepted.  

     # Every page must carry the student's personal details( i.e Name, class, sec 

and id.no),along with subject, date and page no.  

    # File name and subject of e-mail should have the subject name (like  

General knowledge) student’s name and Id. no.  
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    # After having completed the answers, clear photograph is to be taken of 

the work done and if possible to be converted to pdf file.  

   # The created file or photograph must be mailed within half an hour after 

completion of the examination to the following E-mail id  

  class_ one@steppingstoneschool.in  

  # You should email your answer scripts from the student’s  own E-mail id.                         

                                  

                                    QUESTIONS                         

  
A.Fill in the blanks :- ( 5 × 2 = 10) 

1. Lion lives in _____________  

2. _________ gives us wool. 

3.  ________  looks after the garden. 

4. _______ is the name of our state. 

5.  ________ barks. 

 

B. Write True or False :-  ( 5 × 2 =10) 

   1. Birds lives in water._____  

   2 .Lion roars. ________ 

   3.  Dog lives in shade. ________  

   4. Postman brings milk for us._________  

   5. Mango is our national fruit._________  

    

C . (✓ )Tick the correct answer from the bracket:-  

( 5 × 2 = 10) 

1. The national tree of India ( Banyan / coconut) 

2. Rabbit lives in ( burrow/den) 

3. Dog eats ( banana/ bone) 

4. Mouse ( squeaks/ barks) 

5. Hen gives us ( honey / eggs) 
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D.Matching ( 5×2 = 10 ) 

1. Monkey     a. Bird 

2. Cobbler      b. Cow 

3. Wool           c. Chatter 

4. Milk            d.Shoes 

5. Nest           e. Sheep 

 

 

 E.Write the answers of the following     

         questions.( 5 × 2 = 10) 

 

   1. Who teaches us in school ? 

2. Who moos? 

3.Who lives in stable? 

4. Who cuts our hair? 

5. When you receive a gift what do you say? 

 

       ********************* 

 

 

  
 

       


